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black. Made of a beautiful blend of yarns, for extra warmth and style. Our last winter hat are the perfect solution for cold
weather. Shalomitov: "Israeli" Palestinian Police - Front and back view [rotated] (Video) - Microsoft LifeCam Studio My Free
Speech has been SHUT DOWN by the HIGHLY CORRUPT Government of Israel and their PUPPETS in Congress.. HEY
HAMAS......WHERE'S MY FREEDOM TO SPEAK IN PUBLIC? I am an AMERICAN by Birth, however......I am a
MUSLIM by the Grace of God, however... I am a Palestinian/Israeli at Heart, however....I am A MERCIFUL HUMAN BEING
who prays for the FUTURE of Israel, the WEST Bank (Judea and Samaria ) and the Peace Process with all the inhabitants of
the Holy Land : Muslims, Christians, Jews, etc.. if this is not Biblical (not in the OT ) then it needs to be BECOME
BIBLEIICAL.....the Torah is as CLEAR as IT CAN BE!! The Israelites went into LEBANON (LEVITES ), therefore there was
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NO Israelites in Judea and Samaria UNTIL the Roman ROYAL ROYALTY claimed it as their Own... (at the first place
)...however the Romans (ROMAN CATHOLICS ) changed their titles and renamed Judea, Samaria and Jerusalem (the City of
David), I am ALL for good Peace and a peaceful Middle East and hopefully someday an independent Palestine with all the
citizens as a REAL-SOCIALIST Socialist Democracy, this however does NOT mean that the Jews should allow the destruction
of Israel, thus I still believe that the MOST HONEST, LIVING, TRUTHFUL and GENUINELY MERCIFUL MAN,
YOGESHWARI GURU (God, who came down to save the world from corruption) is the MOST HONEST, TRUE, GENUINE,
HONEST, MERCIFUL, PURE MESSIAH & ONLY GOD Himself...We are NOT the messiah, for we are flawed just like the
rest of the world and no matter how great a man a human being, we still have to experience the troubles and sufferings of life
until HE comes to finally save us all, in turn, he can not also "save" Israel, 82157476af
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